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Abstract  
We dare to say that everybody has already had a chance to use a chair or seat; no other object of our daily environment has had 
the enduring cultural significance of the ever present chair, which unconsciously can shape the physical and social dimensions of 
our lives. Drivers need seats, schoolchildren use stools and benches, parents buy strollers for babies, we like rocking chairs, 
wheelchair users suffer because of yielding foldable seats, inflatable balls are used as chairs and Thonet chairs are still 
unforgettable and admired. Students at Mendel University in Brno at the Department of Furniture, Design and Habitation are 
offered education in design, furniture production and interior design; they get information on production technologies, the 
historical development and creation of furniture, typology, construction and sizing of furniture as well as technologies for 
upholstered furniture, i.e. chairs as well. The language training is a part of their university curriculum as well. 
Current customers may feel pleasantly surprised finding a chair that meets their criteria. The strategy of sizing comprises the 
economic benefit of mass marketing with hand-made items. Anthropometric data (differing sizes of human frames) supported an 
argument against chairs that could be adjusted to different sizes. It is a pity that standard ergonomic literature seldom concerns 
“butt space”. Chair designers usually provide a space or padding between the seat and the back of pelvis; seating engineers 
usually widen the angle between the seat and the back. The need for butt space may be why lumber support is so popular. 
Inadvertedly, the forward curve creates a space for gluteus maximus and at the expense of throwing the lumber and thoraic 
curves of the back out of balance. What should general chair concerns be? Right-angled sitting, seat height, forward tilt seat, seat 
surface, butt space, midback or full back support, armrests, head support, etc. 
In order to examine documents covering the sedentary culture, i.e. chairs for our study purpose, we study materials focused on 
anatomy, ergonomics, history of arts, materials properties, technologies: specific terminology therefore comprises broad 
spectrum of branches and fields. Language specificities can be studied through design and this field is usually for students highly 
attractive. Psychological approach – I am willing to study what I like and attracts me - can efficiently be applied in language 
training. In addition, students are provided with literature sources in order to study further material if they wish. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Prof. Dr. Tülay Bozkurt, Istanbul Kultur University, Turkey 
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1. Introduction  
The Faculty of Forestry and Wood technology at Mendel University in Brno (FFWT MENDELU) is one of the 
major university teaching institutions in the Czech Republic, concentrating on research, and academic activities in 
the eras of forestry, landscaping, arboriculture and wood technology, processing and furniture design. The Faculty 
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future is declared in The long-term objective of educational, scientific, R&D, artistic and other creative activities of 
the FFWT MENDELU for the period 2011-2015. 
The Department of Furniture, Furniture Design and Habitation was founded in 1991. It continues the tradition of 
the former Department of Furniture Research and Development, which operated in Brno from 1954 to 1990. The 
Department offers education in design, furniture production and interior design. Students obtain information on 
production technologies for special wooden products, the historical development and creation of furniture, typology, 
construction and sizing of furniture as well as production technologies for upholstered furniture. Attention is also 
devoted to materials (plastics, adhesives, pigments, and coating), including their applications in the woodworking 
industry, testing, standardisation and metrology. Research activities are oriented to the use of non-harmful materials 
for furniture manufacturing and the environmental aspects of the use of particular materials. While teaching 
terminology focused on seating, resting, office or other types of furniture as mentioned in relevant standards, we 
usually start with warm-up dealing with history because general English vocabulary is revised, historical data are 
mentioned from a different point of view and a new special-purpose terminology is introduced. The next question 
arises speaking about those using chairs: female, male, tall, short, various proportions, different nationalities: 
anthropometric data, anatomy and sizing. What materials are chairs made of? Do customers prefer solid or 
substitutes, perfect look or comfort, upholstery or plain? Hard nut to crack not just for designers! Marketing 
specialists would also like to feather their own nest: a few expressions and rules how goods can be offered and sold 
have to be added. Personal experience why he or she likes the chair or how a dream chair might look is always 
appreciated. Finally, the “chair” can start its life.   
2. Why chairs  
We dare to say that everybody has already had a chance to use a chair or seat; no other object of our daily 
activities has had the enduring cultural significance of the ever present chair. Schoolchildren use stools and benches, 
drivers need seats and the audience listening to Chopin Nocturnes cannot imagine not having comfortable chairs.  
When raising a question - What is a chair? we can usually hear the following answer: “It is a piece of furniture 
used to sit on”. In our sedentary culture, in the routine of a day we have a choice of plenty of various seats: in the 
bedroom, kitchen, underground, bus, office, cinema, café, restaurant, garden, barbecue, etc. We meet chairs and 
touch them with our whole bodies. The chair we sit and use reveal our social status, which takes priority over beauty 
or comfort. Social scientists came to the conclusion that arranging seats in rows has different consequences on the 
information flow comparing to circle arrangement. If we arrange two chairs side by side, at right angles or face to 
face, we can get three different types of communication. 
Regardless the fact how perfectly ergonomic a chair is, there is an increase in back problems, which corresponds 
to the increasing number of hours we spend seated. We may feel our chair comfortable psychologically, however it 
harms us physiologically. Instead of directing our effort to promoting movement and short exercising at work, we 
would struggle for inventing and improving more elaborated, ergonomic and comfortable chairs.    
3. Restful sitting history 
I When teaching terminology referring to the chair, we can cover various fields, depending on what is stressed at 
the moment, i.e. anatomy, ergonomics, history of arts, material properties, technologies, etc. Not to start with 
complicated expressions from the very beginning, the historians show us that western chair habit was created in 
response to social forces. The word “chair” comes from the Greek language, the contraction of cathedra (kata = 
down, hedra = sit) but the chair did not originate in classical Greece, it is far older. The chair sitting was spread in 
ancient Egypt and the oldest physical chairs come from the tomb of pharaoh Tutankhamen who died in 1352 B.C. 
Carvings on stone funerary monuments in Mesopotamia show frequent chair use: the Assyrian language has two 
different words for generic seats (stool and benches) and chairs (seats with a back). The Greeks adopted a great deal 
of culture and science from Egypt, i.e., furniture as well; Roman furniture followed Greek types, i.e., high-backed 
upright sitting and lighter ones as well as tables, stools, coaches, chests and footstools. In Rome, for all classes the 
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bed was the all-purpose piece of furniture, more important than the chair. In addition to sleeping, they could eat, 
read, write and socialize on the bed. Romans maintained two types of chairs: the chair with an upright back – 
thronus – used for religious, governmental and scholar function; the other was a cathedra – a chair with a sloping 
back, which was especially popular with women.  
As social conditions changed, chairs changed as well. Furniture no longer had to be anchored to the wall, chairs 
moved into the room. By the 1600s, decorations had become part of the design of chairs, particularly in imitation of 
clothing fashion. Foreign influences on the decoration of chairs came form India through Dutch, Portuguese and 
British colonists. The term armchair appeared in the 17th century in order to distinguish chairs with arms from 
backstools. The 18th century is often viewed as a milestone in chair history because more attention is paid to comfort 
and artistic unity. Neoclassical European furniture historians note that in the 18th century reception rooms the shapes 
of chairs-backs fitted into similar shapes in the wall panelling. At the height of Rococo period was more important 
decor not matching the human body. The upholstery was the most expensive and prized part of the seating. In the 
18th century England the old terms “cabinetmaker” and “enjoiner” had been dropped; Chair-making became a craft 
combining skills of a carver, turner, joiner and upholsterer. 
The American social history of the chair follows that of Europe. The main issue - status not comfort. By the mid 
1820s, there became popular “fancy chairs” making possible for more families to display matching sets of chairs in 
their rooms. By the 19th century, the factory manufacture made chairs cheaper and the nature of work had changed: 
accountants and office workers work seated at desks in chairs. Moving into the 20th century, the Modernists made no 
claims to comfort but to aesthetic superiority. The Modernists experimented with new manufacturing processes – 
lamination and steel production, and new construction materials like plastics and steel. The 20th century furniture 
designers were more interested in novelty than in improvement of a form and function. Will we be offered by the 
21st century designers a good comfortable chair we will really like? New generation designers, the floor is yours, go 
ahead!  
4. Is a perfect seating medium a chimera?  
Much research has been done into the principles of restful sitting; although it should be possible to construct a 
perfect seating medium for any particular user, the average chair is usually designed for unseen customers. The term 
“ergonomics” comes from the Greek ergon (= work) and omics (= manage); it is a 20th century discipline developed 
first in a cockpit design and now applied in office workstations. How does the science of ergonomics help us 
overcome the harmful effects of chair sitting? Having revised and passed the basic anatomical terms, we come to 
weight distribution of the occupant, dangling feet, increased pressure on the underside of the knees and learn crucial 
terms such as popliteal fold, seat pitch or leg room.  
Actual chair dimensions are determined by measurements of human body: the two basic anthropometric 
measurements for chair design is the popliteal height and buttock popliteal length. The popliteal height or a stool 
height is the distance from the underside of the foot to the underside of the thigh at the knees. The expression sitting 
height means the height to the top of the head when seated. The median popliteal height for an American man is 410 
mm and for a woman 380 mm. The popliteal height, i.e. the height of the seat, considering clothing and heels is 430 
mm for mass produced chairs. Another term, the buttock popliteal length determines the seat depth, i.e., the 
horizontal distance from the back most part of the buttocks to the back of the lower leg. Mass produced chairs are 
380-430 mm deep. Further measurements are necessary as well: hip breadth, elbow rest high, buttock-knee length, 
etc.  
Theoretical expressions are more easily remembered if we start measuring in practice, using inches and trying to 
convert them into centimetres and vice versa and paying attention to differences between “,” and  “.” while results 
are arranged in tables. 
Would you prefer centre seats to open centre seats? What terminology belongs where? 
We can make a list and students (they should be partial experts) can explain using questions 
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Table 1.  
 
Centre seats (solid material forms the chair seat) Open centre seats (soft material is attached to the 





Metal seats of solid or open design 
Padded leather 
Fabric, simple covering without support 
Caning, woven from rush, reed, heavy paper, 
strong grasses 
Splint, ash, or oak strips are woven 
Wicker, woven to provide a surface 
 
Similar activity can be arranged using vocabulary like dimensions, tools, mortise and tenon joints, dowel-pegs, 
side rail, dovetail joint, twisting, curve, back post, bowed, tilted, rounded, angle, square cut, turned spindle, 
armrests, screw, bolt, connector, edge, shaping, etc. Sometimes it is rather complicated to explain in English or give 
examples so that the explanation is unambiguous.  
Speaking about fabric, we should start the study by examining the substance from which fabrics are made. The 
knowledge of fibres is essential: fibres vary in strength, dimensional stability and both interior design professionals 
and consumers should take a close look at the level of expectation for the given installation. We can discuss positive 
and negative characteristics, uses in residential and contract setting as well as the care and cleaning, cost structure 
and flammability rating.  
5. Will I be able to sell my product? 
The analyses of customers’ behaviour thoroughly examine various factors of the decision-making processes: 
customers can therefore be divided into three basic groups: individuals, households and organizations. In each group 
the following characteristic types are recognizable: initiators, influencers, decision-makers and actual buyers and/or 
users. A family is a typical group where all these types can be found in most situations: the child expresses the wish, 
mother agrees and talks the father into buying, father makes the final decision and if it is positive, the product is 
bought by either parent. The more people know, the better disposed they are to solve their purchasing situation. 
Customers are usually interested in upholstery or covering finishes because care is an important factor: both 
money and time consuming. Therefore we can persuade hesitating customers arguing pros and cons. Many fabrics 
are prefinished, such as preshrinking or heat setting. Standard finishes are also called chemical, wet or functional 
finishes. Their purpose is to improve the performance of the fabric or its resistance to environmental factors. 
Examples of standard finishes are antistatic, wrinkle-resistant, flame-retardant, mothproofing, soil-release and soil- 
and water-repellent finishes.  
To ensure proper care and prevent damage, customers must be given simple instructions how to keep the product 
as long as possible in a good shape. Every product must be labelled with clear, e.g. 
Fabric maintenance guidelines 
Regularly vacuum upholstery to prevent soil from becoming embedded and prevent dust from combining with 
humidity and air impurities to become sticky grime. 
Remove spots promptly with a dry-cleaning solution, very mild detergent (1 teaspoon detergent per ½ litre 
lukewarm water), or weak water and vinegar solution, depending on the fibre and finish. Always blot the excess, 
lifting it out rather than rubbing it in. 
Vacuuming and spotting can decrease major cleanings. This is desirable for a number of reasons:  
Repeated cleaning can weaken the fibres. 
Cleaning solutions can remove finishes and fade colours. 
Repeated cleaning can take body out of fabric, causing it to hang limply or lose shape. 
Cleaning involves cost, time and effort. 
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When selecting professional cleaners, inquire as to method and guarantee. Seek personal recommendation for 
quality work. 
 
Cost/benefit ratio, well targeted promotion campaign, thorough knowledge and ability to offer strong points can 
encourage hesitating customers and push them closer to the purchase.  
6. Discussion 
Having finished vocabulary revision, material specificities, sizes of chairs produced, practical measurements and 
tricky marketing, we can summarize and present the most important recommendations in selecting a suitable chair 
published by Galen Cranz. 
6.1. Specifications: 
for conventional right-angled sitting, seat height no greater than the top of your knee minus 2 in. 
forward-tilt seat (the more the task takes you forward, the more the seat should tilt forward); you will also require   
a forward slope for the work surface, and a computer at eye-level; the logic of forward-tilt seats argues for raising 
seat height significantly (4-6 in), which creates a perching chair rather than a conventional chair 
firm-textured surface, upholstered but not more than ½ in depth 
flat, uncontoured seat 
butt space between seat and backrest 
midback support or full back, neck, and head support excepting butt space 
flat, planar backrest 
armrests for support if reading, typing, keyboarding, painting, or other similar activities 
6.2. Use: 
both feet should be flat on floor ((helps organize the spine upward) 
legs not crossed (helps protect pelvis) 
knees should be lower than hip sockets (takes strain off lower back) 
pelvis should not be rolled back 
spine should retain natural curves, but appear straight overall 
chest should be open rather than collapsed 
head should be balanced on top of spine, not resting back and down on it 
eyes should be able to look at work or people within a 15-degree cone, not forced to look too far up or down 
7. Conclusion 
Students are more and more in contact with foreign environment and the need of professional foreign language 
teaching at universities is undeniable. It is very complicated to estimate how future graduates use the language in 
their professional and personal life. Therefore they should be prepared not only search for printed information but 
also to summarise, participate in professional discussions, make presentations of their work, handle their branch in a 
foreign language, ask questions, argue and manage persuading while working in business. They know their field of 
study in detail: speaking let’s say about the chair, they have a unique idea resulting from broad theoretical and 
historical knowledge; the idea is gradually developed and finally drawn, altered and modified; the prototype is 
manufactured, tested, and finalized. Promoting and searching for customers, how to attract and persuade them to 
make the final decision – it is the last but one step. The last one – it is a satisfied customer who comes again and 
may bring others.     
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